
PRONTO² MANUAL
Please read this product manual for your safety and correct use of the product.

Model:Pronto²
(website address)



Thank you for purchasing PRONTO²

Pronto is proud to introduce our newest and most innovative stroller system in the world.

Ultra chic and functional, the Pronto will grow with the needs of your family.

We created a versatile stroller system with a rugged chassis, smooth maneuverability

and packed it with features that make this stroller the perfect “One” for your family!
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Keep these instructions for future reference

- Please use extreme care and discretion when your child is on board.

- The recommended age range for this product is 12 to 36 months. DO NOT board children that are not within    

the age range.

- Always make sure stroller is fully open and locked before use.

- The brake must be locked while taking the child in or out of the stroller, and when parked.

- To avoid serious injury from sliding or falling out, always use the complete 5-point harness.

- Before use of the stroller, make sure that the product is not defective and all safety features are

   working properly.

- DO NOT allow the child to stand up while the stroller is in motion, this will create a FALL HAZARD.

- DO NOT allow your child to be in the vicinity while assembling the stroller, there is a CHOKING and

   SUFFOCATION HAZARD from the packing materials.

- Maximum weight for the storage basket is 10lbs.

- NEVER leave child in stroller while ascending or descending stairs or using an escalator.

- DO NOT make any alteration or modifications to the stroller with products not supplied by the manufacturer

   as this may cause nstability or structural damage not covered under warranty.

- Maximum weight limit of the stroller is 132lbs. The unit may become unstable and/or defective if

   manufacturer’s recommended load is exceeded.

- Please use extra care when operating the stroller on an incline or unstable surface.

- If you find any defects while using the stroller, please stop use immediately and contact the distributor to

  repair or replace your stroller.

- Do not add excessive weight on the stroller by leaning or hanging heavy objects on the stroller.

- When the stroller is not in use, do not allow your child to play with the stroller.

- Use only accessories that are sold or approved by the manufacturer.
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※ In order to prevent a safety accident and to use the product properly, please read the manual thoroughly before use

Caution1

- FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE WARNINGS AND INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH:

- NEVER LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED.

- To avoid serious injury from sliding or falling out, ALWAYS use the complete 5-point harness.

- Unit may become unstable if manufacturer’s recommended load is exceeded, or if parcel bag or accessory 

  other than that recommended by the manufacturer is used or hung from the unit.

- Children and adults should be clear of moving parts while making stroller adjustments.

- Damage to fingers or extremities may occur when opening or closing the frame.

��������



Unfolded

Folded

▷ Outside dimensions: 26 x 45 x 39.5 inches

▷ Inside dimensions: 16.5 x 34.5 x 10.5 inches

▷ Footwell dimensions: 18.5 x 11.5 x 5 inches

▷ Weight: 32.5 lbs

▷ With wheels: 26 x 38.5 x 15 inches              ▷ Without wheels: 26 x 38.5 x 10.2 inches

Product specification2

39.5 inches
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Attention! if any of the components are missing or damaged contact (e ) 

Caution! please check packing materials for possible choking hazard or suffocation.

Basic components3
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① ② ③

⑤

⑥

⑨ ⑩

①   ②  

Basic accessories

① Body frame  ② Basic canopy  ③ Backrest X 2  ④ Canopy hood frame  ⑤ Canopy hood

⑥ Rear wheel X 2  ⑦ Front wheel X 2  ⑧ Product manual  ⑨ Footwell board  ⑩ Footwell pad

④
⑦ ⑧

① ②

PRONTO
MANUAL

Leather handle cover Canopy fixing  strap

mail adress



Brake

Part Names4
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Front wheel release button Front wheel lock

Safety belt Crotch belt Frame fixed cover

Footwell board Footwell padding Canopy fixing strap

Rear wheel

Canopy hood

Handle

Adjustment button

Folding lever

Shopping basket

Backrest 

Reflective band

Inner storage pockets

Backrest fixed buckle

Front wheel

Inner fabric fixed board

Rear wheel
release button

Folding lock

Footwell



01. Assembly of front/rear wheels

02. How to unfold frame

<Front wheels>

<Rear wheels>

① Attach the front wheel so that it makes a 'click’ sound as it passes the locking groove. Repeat procedure on the opposite wheel

② To remove the front wheels, depress the rectangular 'release button' and pull the wheel off

① Release the buckle that connects the shopping basket to the backrest seat as shown in ①

② Release the folding lock on the right side of the wagon body toward the rear wheel to unlock as shown in ③

④ Pull up the handle of the wagon to unfold as shown in ⑤

⑥ Attach the fabric cover on both sides of the frame 

Warning! When unfolding the frame, make sure to keep children at a safe distance. 

① While holding down the release button in the center of the rear wheel, align it with the groove of the rear wheel shaft until it clicks

    (Repeat procedure on the other wheel)
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Assembly5

①

④ ⑤ ⑥

② ③



03. Backrest Assembly

04. Canopy Assembly

① The backrest with the extra buckle on top attaches by the front wheels and the backrest without the extra buckle on top attaches towards the

     back wheels.

② Attach the zipper on the bottom of the backrests to the receiving zipper on the bottom of the bassinet.

③ Pull the buckle strap, on the back of the backrest, through the correlating hole on the fabric of the bassinet.  Pull the strap through and buckle

    the backrest strap to the buckle on the outside of the bassinet like picture ④

⑤ Maneuver and insert the seat belt clip into the hole on the floor of the bassinet.

     Pull it out through the underside of the bassinet and affix like picture ⑥

 

① Insert the buckles of the canopy frame to the receiving brackets located below the handle bar.

② Slide the fabric of the canopy hood onto the canopy frame as pictured above in ② and ③  

④ Press the silver ball on the main canopy frame and slide the canopy hood frame onto the main frame as pictured in ④

⑤ Adjoin the zippers on the main canopy fabric with the hood fabric, completing the canopy assembly.  

 

Assembly5
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Warning! Use after properly installing the front and rear backrests.

① ② ③

④ ⑤ ⑥

Front wheel side Back wheel side

① ② ③

④ ⑤ ⑥



05. Footwell assembly & use

① Separate the footwell padding from the footwell board.

② Pull on straps and remove from the base.

③ Pulling on the straps will unclip the footwell board from the bottom.

④ Insert and lower the separated floor board down to the bottom.

⑤ Lower the footwell board to the bottom and make sure that the waterproof fabric is facing up.
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Accembly5

①

① ② ③

④ ⑤

footwell side view

⑥

Warning! Please do not allow your child to jump on the footwell. It may cause damage or injury.

Top side of
footwell padding



01. Folding the canopy

02. Closing the stoller

① Simultaneously pull up both levers in picture ① and fold over the handle as shown in picture ②.

② Once the stroller is folded over completely, it will automatically lock as shown in picture ③.  Press down to make sure that it is locked. 

④ Once the frame is locked, flip in the rear basket as shown in picture ④ and connect together the buckle on the bottom of the basket

    to the corresponding buckle behind the backrest located by the front wheels as shown in picture ⑤.

① Fold up the hood part of the canopy and fold the lower part of the canopy frame toward the handle as shown in ②.

③ The canopy can be folded completely by folding the canopy once more by pushing it toward the handle.

Warning! For your safety, apply the rear brakes before closing.

Warning! After your stroller is closed, make sure that it has locked securely into place.

Operation6

① ② ③

① ②

④ ⑤

③

⑥
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03. Locking the front wheels

04. Applying the rear brakes

<LOCK front wheels>

When you are driving on an uneven surface,

turn the locking device on the front wheel

clockwise as shown in ① to LOCK the front wheel.

< UNLOCK front wheels >

Turning the locking device counterclockwise

as shown in ② to UNLOCK the front wheel.

05. Adjusting the handle bars

① You can adjust the handle to your desired length by pressing the length adjustment button in the center of the stroller handle.

Warning! When you stop the stroller with your child is on board, be sure to lock the brake.

Warning! Please be careful not to leave your child alone in the stroller

Operation6

UNLOCK
<Lock front wheels>                              < Unlock front wheels >

<Lock the brake> Press the brake bar located between the rear wheels and lock the brake to fix the wagon

<Unlock the brake> The wagon can move by raising the brake bar to release the brake

<Lock the brake>                                       < Unlock the brake >

① ②
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Accessory
Attachment7
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Warning!

To avoid serious injury from sliding or falling out, always use the
complete 5-point harness. 
Adjust the straps to �t your child.  After adjusting the lengths of the
straps, buckle your child in so your child is securely seated and fastened.  

①

02. Attaching the canopy strap

01. Attaching the cup holder 

① Attach the cup holder vertically to the accessory groove on both idea

On windy days, attach the canopy strap to fix the canopy.  Clip the 

strap onto the front of the hood and attach the buckle part to the top 

part of the receiving buckle of the corresponding backrest.

    of the handle and attach as show in ②

★ 5 Point Harness Usage and Safety

<Open the safety belt>

Press the button to release the shoulder and waist straps

<Close the safety belt>

Insert the buckles of both shoulders and waist straps into the

center button one by one

②



01. Removing the fabric

Cleaning and
General Maintenance

① ② ③

④ ⑤ ⑥

A. Removing the canopy fabric

① Unzip the front canopy hood from the main canopy.  Press the silver buttons on the side of the main canopy frame like picture ② and pull out the 

  front hood frame. 

③ First unsnap the canopy from both sides like picture 3.  Remove the main canopy frame from the stroller frame by pressing the buttons and 

   unlatching it from the brackets on the stroller frame.  After removal, fold and put aside like picture ④

⑤, ⑥ Unzip and separate the fabric from the main frame fabric like picture 5 and 6 and removal of the canopy fabric is complete.  

① ② ③ ④①

① Unbuckle the backrest buckle connected to the outside frame and pull out through the hole towards the inside of the basket like picture ②. 

③ Unzip the zipper on the bottom of the backrest like picture 3 to detach it.  Twist and maneuver the bottom buckle out of the hole located on the

   bottom of the bassinet.  Removal of the backrests are identical for both sides.   

  

B. Removing the backrests
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01. Removing the fabric

Cleaning and
General Maintenance

C. Removing the basket

① Locate the snaps on either side of the basket and unsnap.

②  Unzip the zipper attaching the rear basket to the frame. 

① Unzip the zipper that wraps around the top of the bassinet frame and separate the top of the fabric from the main frame.

② Pull off the 2 velcro straps connected on the back bottom of the stroller frame.

③ Once you unbuckle the strap on the bottom of the bassinet frame and pull off the velcro tabs, the bassinet fabric will be separated from the frame.

 

  

D. Removing the bassinet fabric

Footwell velcro

Tip. To reattach the canopy and the seat, do the steps in reverse of what you did to remove the canopy and the backrests.

Warning! To use the Pronto safely and extend its use, periodically check to see if any part of the fabric is torn or damaged.

E. Footwell removal

① Flip the stroller over and separate the buckles from the body fabric.

② Remove all 4 buckles from the body fabric. 

※ You can not remove the footwell fabric from the board on the inside.  Please wipe with a damp cloth.
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Cleaning and
General Maintenance

02. Washing instruction

- Remove the fabric from the frame to wash.

- Soak the fabric in warm water and use gentle detergent or baby wash to hand wash. 

- Please avoid harsh or oily detergents for it may change, damage or deteriorate the fabric.

- Do not use the dryer.  Roll the fabric in a towel to remove excess water and then air dry in a shaded,

  well-ventilated area.

- Use a soft, wet towel to wipe down the stroller frame.

03. General maintenance

A.  Maintenance and safety

- For the safety of the child, please make sure everything on your stroller is working properly  

- If there’s any malfunction of the stroller, please contact info@prontostroller.nl immediately

B. Fabric maintenance

- Store in a cool, dry place.  The fabric can get damaged by direct exposure to the sun

- Periodically check the fabric for tears and damage.

C. Wheel and frame maintenance

- The wheels can be cleaned with a wet wash cloth.

- To prevent corrosion and maintain performance, wipe down the frame with a wet cloth if it becomes

  tarnished with debris, water or sand from the beach.  

- For safety and to extend the life of the stroller, frequently check the screws and rivets on the frame of

  the stroller as well as its overall condition. 

- Periodically lubricate the moving parts of the stroller with a household lubricant to extend the life and

  performance of the stroller. 

D.  Storage

- Please be aware that the stroller will fade if stored in direct sunlight.

- Do not store the stroller if any part of the fabric is damp.  Place in a well-ventilated area to dry before

  it is stored.

- Storing the stroller under excessive weight or pressure bearing on it may cause damage.

- Do not store the stroller in high temperatures or in the trunk of a vehicle for long durations.  
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This product is imported and distributed exclusively through
Pronto (Country )(Strollerwagons ).  All  products  have  passed  strict quality 
inspection by JIMINTL.Co.,Ltd. Products can only be purchased directly from
an authorized  (Country) retailer.

Your Pronto is warranted to be free from any manufacturing defects for a period of 1 year from the date

of purchase under normal use and in compliance with with normal operating use:

The warranty is non transferable and only covers the original retail purchaser and is only valid with proof

of purchase. PURCHASER MUST KEEP ORIGINAL PROOF FOR THIS LIMITED WARRANTY.

This warranty is only valid in the (Country)    territories.

Pronto    (Country ) will  have  full  discretion  to  provide  parts  or  conduct  repairs as determined by the 

company . Pronto  (Country ) reserves  the  right  to  exchange  items  or  replace  parts  according  to the 

current model or update  that  may  occur.

Please note that some issues may NOT be covered under warranty or charged a small fee if

▶ The issue is caused by misuse or poor maintenance. Please refer to the instruction manual for

     operation and guidance of product.

▶ Damage is caused by improper installation of Pronto parts and accessories

▶ Damage is corrosion, mold, rust caused by lack of maintenance

▶ Damage is due to general wear and tear, which is the result of everyday use or negligence.

▶ Damage is caused by sun intensity, sweat, detergents, damp storage, or harsh chemicals used to

     wash the stroller

▶ Damage that occurs from modifications carried out by anyone other than an authorized dealer

▶ Product is  purchased  from  an  unauthorized  or  non   (Country) retailer.  Only  approved  vendors  

     can sell Pronto products.

▶ Product is purchased second hand or used

▶ Product is damaged as a result of accident, airline transport, shipping damage or natural disaster

▶ Use of product other than intended
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9 Warranty



Exchange & Returns

▶ Item can be exchanged and returned within 14 days of receiving the product if the item is damaged

▶ Item can only be returned if product and packaging is in original new condition. Buyer will have to pay

for all shipping fees.

▶ In case of buyer’s remorse or change of mind, buyer will be responsible for all shipping fees.

Paid Services

▶ Repair service is available when:

- Warranty period has been exceeded

- Consumable items are worn out, damaged, or destroyed

- Damage that occurs from careless and faulty use by operator

- Damage that occurs from modifying or changing the product

- Damage that occurs from mishandling, impact or crushing abuse often occurring by baggage handlers

- Product damage due to exceeding the weight limit of the wagon

Warranty10
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